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Abstract. Protecting critical information against eviction-based cache
side-channel attacks has always been challenging. In these attacks, at-
tacker reveals secrets by observing cache lines evicted by the co-running
applications. A precondition for such attacks is that the attacker needs
a set of cache lines mapped to memory addresses belonging to victim,
called eviction set. Attacker learns eviction set by loading the cache lines
at random and then it observes their evictions as a result of victim access.
We have found that the relation between the incoming memory location
and the resulting evicted cache line eases the learning of an eviction
set. In this paper, we propose Indirect Eviction Cache (IE-Cache) that
is based on the principle of indirect eviction to harden the building of
eviction set. In an eviction process of IE-Cache, incoming memory trig-
gers series of replacements based on the cached memory addresses and a
secure-indexing function, and the last replaced cache line is evicted. This
increases the set size and introduces non-evicting cache lines in the evic-
tion set. Through experimental results, we have shown that a 4-way set
associative IE-Cache having 1MB and up to 3 replacements per eviction
would require an attacker to generate ≈ 259 memory accesses to learn an
eviction set with 99% confidence. Moreover, it achieves 1 − 3% speedup
compared to set-associative cache with a random-replacement policy on
PARSEC benchmarks.

Keywords: Cache-based side-channel attack · Randomization · Encrypted
cache space · Prime+Probe attack.

1 Introduction

Caches are main component of modern computer systems that bridge the per-
formance gap between processor and main memory. Caches are usually shared
among applications for efficient utilization of cache space. However, this sharing
turns out to be a high-security threat. In particular, the eviction behavior of
shared cache lines can reflect the secrets of secure applications to other appli-
cations. Eviction behavior can be extracted from the cache using eviction based
cache side-channel attacks, which initialize cache lines in such state that victim
access of interest (or secure dependent memory access) has to evict attacker’s
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cache line. In the past few decades, the research on eviction-based cache-side
channel attacks mainly focused on extracting secret keys of cryptographic algo-
rithms [1][2][3][4]. Recent advancements in such attacks (Spectre [5] and Melt-
down [6]) extend the security threat that these attacks can read all unauthorized
memory space.

To mitigate these attacks, state-of-the-art hardware-based countermeasures
have been proposed in past few decades [7][8][9][10][11][12], which can broadly fall
into two categories partition-based and randomization-based solutions. Partition-
based solutions divide the cache among applications to make eviction behavior
independent among applications. However, efficient partitioning of cache among
applications is NP-Hard problem [13]. Moreover, increasing-trend of a number of
cores on-chip is pushing computer architecture toward cache scalability, there-
fore, partitioning the already low capacity cache for security exaggerates the
cache scalability requirement. On the other side, randomization-based solutions
can mitigate without limiting the cache space among applications. These solu-
tions randomize the memory-to-cache mapping to increase the attacker’s diffi-
culty in finding all memory addresses that would contend with victim memory
addresses, also called an eviction set. Unfortunately, existing randomized based
solutions are limited in the scope of security. Such as a recently proposed solu-
tion called as ScatterCache [14] claimed that building eviction set requires 38
hours but research work by [15] has proved that advanced profiling techniques
can be used to reduce 38 hours to less than 5 minutes. Currently, there is no
countermeasure that achieves security against eviction-based cache attacks with
preserving the sharing feature of the cache. The goal of this paper is to propose
a countermeasure while preserving the sharing feature because shared caching
naturally adjusts the allocation for each application dynamically and does not
need extensive profiling of all applications before allocating cache locations as it
is required in case of cache partitioning.

To mitigate the eviction-based cache side-channel attacks in a shared cache,
the key challenge is to make attacker unable to build an eviction set. In con-
ventional caches, on the insertion of a new memory block, the incoming block
replaces one cache line preferred by replacement policy (or colliding cache line)
and then the replaced cache line is evicted from the cache (or evicting cache line).
We provide key insight that the building of an eviction set becomes impracti-
cal if the colliding and evicting caches lines are different. To propose a solution
based on this insight, we present a novel cache architecture, called IE-Cache. In
an eviction process, incoming memory address replaces one of the cache lines
at random, and then the replaced cache line replaces another cache line. This
repeats until replacement limit is achieved and the last replaced cache line is
evicted. This introduces multiple cache lines in between the incoming address
and evicting cache line, yielding benefits in two ways regarding the eviction set.
First, it increases the size of the eviction set. Secondly, the eviction set includes
cache lines that do not evict as a result of accommodating the incoming ad-
dress, we call as non-evicting cache lines of eviction set, finding these cache lines
without the side information (eviction behavior) enormously increased the com-
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plexity of building eviction set by the attacker. We are saying non-evicting with
respect to one address but it may evict by another address. We have shown ex-
perimentally that it is impractical for the attacker to find all memory addresses
that directly and indirectly collide with the victim’s access. The contributions
of this paper are as follows:

– We propose a countermeasure that mitigates eviction based cache side-
channel attacks in a novel way by making the indirect relation between
incoming address and evicting cache lines.

– We have experimentally analyzed the security of IE-Cache by demonstrating
that it is impractical to build the eviction set by the attacker. This inhibits
the attacker to launch eviction-based cache attacks.

– We evaluate the performance impact of IE-Cache in comparison with the
set-associative cache architecture having random replacement policy while
running PARSEC benchmark using zsim simulator [16].

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 gives the necessary
background. Section 3 presents the IE-Cache. Sections 4 and 5 present the secu-
rity and performance evaluation of the IE-Cache respectively. Section 6 concludes
the paper.

2 Background

In this section, we provide the background on eviction-based cache attacks and
Prime+Probe attack.

2.1 Eviction-Based Cache Attacks

Various eviction-based cache side-channel attacks have been proposed in the
literature [1][2][3][4]. In these attacks, an adversary finds cache lines that are
mapped to victim application and initializes them in an interesting state. Then
observes whether the initialized state is changed or not after the victim ex-
ecution, which results in the extraction of victim secrets in the form of vic-
tim accesses. In Prime+Probe attack [3], an adversary loads the cache lines
and observes evictions of loaded cache lines by the victim’s memory accesses.
Evict+Reload attack [2] is similar to Prime+Probe attack except it can only be
launched if adversary and victim share memory lines. Flush+Reload attack [4]
is similar to Evict+Reload attack except an adversary makes a cache state by
flushing instead of loading cache lines. The Flush+Flush [1] attack is a variant
of Flush+Reload attack in which an adversary observes the state of cache lines
by measuring the time to flush the cache lines instead of reading the memory
lines. Evict+Reload, Flush+Reload and Flush+Flush attacks can be successfully
launched if the memory deduplication feature is enabled in the system. However,
the memory deduplication feature is usually disabled in shared computing envi-
ronments such as cloud computing [17]. Prime+Probe attack is not dependent
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on memory deduplication and requires commonly used instructions such as mov
and rdtsc instructions. Mitigation of Prime+Probe attack is difficult because it
can be launched through any instruction that can load the cache such as mov,
add, jmp, etc. It is impossible to disable all these instructions, therefore, major
modifications are required in the computing stack to mitigate the Prime+Probe
attack.

2.2 Prime+Probe attack

Memory accesses can be backtracked to secure information of application. Prime+
Probe attack enables an application to extract secret dependent memory ac-
cesses of co-running applications by observing the eviction of cache lines. In this
attack, the attacker reserves all cache lines where victim memory location of
interest can reside in the cache. If victim accesses that memory location, it will
evict one of the attacker cache lines, revealing its memory access to the attacker
by the action of eviction. However, for a successful attack, the attacker requires
memory addresses (or colliding addresses) that share the cache lines with the
targeted victim address. In conventional caches like set-associative cache, the
mapping of memory-to-cache is static and well-studied in research. Finding col-
liding addresses in such caches only depends on the indexing bits (specified by
the designer) of the memory address that all memory addresses having the same
indexing bits will collide in the cache. However, the adversarial effort to learn
the colliding addresses has greatly increased in caches that define the mapping
of memory-to-cache at run-time and change it over time. The attacker has to
find colliding addresses on each change of memory-to-cache mapping through ex-
tensive experiments. For finding colliding addresses in such caches, the attacker
goes through the following steps.

– The attacker randomly chooses N memory addresses and loads them into
the cache by accessing them. As attacker has randomly chosen the memory
addresses, there is a possibility that these memory addresses collide with
each other and cause eviction of group members. To eliminate self-collisions
in group G, attacker reads the accessed memory addresses again and observes
there access latency. If attacker observes a longer time it means that memory
address is evicted because of self-collision and needs removal from the group.
Attacker iterates the action of accessing and removing memory addresses
until all memory access results shorter time. Let nrmv indicates the number
of iterations required to eliminate self-collisions. The attacker now has a set
of G’ ≤ G addresses, which are guaranteed to reside at a different location
in the cache.

– The attacker calls the victim to access memory, expecting an eviction by
victim access if correctly sampled G’ memory addresses.

– After that attacker accesses G’ addresses again and measures their memory
access latency to observe the eviction. Attacker will find the colliding address
in case of longer access time is observed.
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Then attacker repeats the above steps until enough addresses are obtained for
the attack, which also depends on the parameter of cache architecture. Note
that after the first iteration, the victim access of interest is in the cache and
need to be evicted before next iteration. Therefore, an attacker has to access
many different memory addresses to ensure the eviction of victim cache line.

3 IE-Cache - Proposed Cache

The objective of IE-Cache is to eliminate the direct eviction of cache line as a
result of inserting new memory location to counter eviction-based cache side-
channel attacks. We consider that an adversary has access to all user-level in-
structions except those which are related to cache management such as clflush
and prefetchtx. Flush+Flush and Flush+Reload attacks cannot be launched
because of non access to clflush instruction. Moreover, physical attacks are not
considered in the threat model of IE-Cache. In addition to achieving security,
we also focus to retain the fundamental design features of cache such as trans-
parent to the user and less reliance on OS. In the following section, we discuss
the design and working of IE-Cache.

3.1 IE-Cache: High level Design

IE-Cache is inspired form Zcache architecture [18], which is proposed to improve
the performance by increasing the associativity without increasing the physical
ways. However, Zcache is also vulnerable to cache-based side-channel attacks.
We have replaced the static hash function with the cipher function to make it
resilient to cache-based side-channel attacks.

Figure 1a illustrates the high-level design of IE-Cache with 8 cache lines
and 3 ways. IE-Cache employs key-based indexing function for each way. These
functions use multiple keys - one for secure and other for a non-secure domain.
One bit is added in each cache line to distinguish the secure and non-secure
cached data. IE-cache performs eviction of cache line in multiple steps. First, it
searches cache lines for eviction in multiple levels. Then it selects the candidate
using random replacement policy and evicts it. lastly, it relocates the cache lines
to accommodate the incoming block. Figure 1c illustrates the eviction process for
the accommodation of non-secure memory block (Y) in IE-Cache having 2 levels
of search. In first level, Incoming memory block belonging to a non-secure domain
(Y) selects the replacement cache lines (or candidates) using the non-secure key,
let say, it selects E (non-secure), A (secure) and C (non-secure). Then in second
level, the selected candidates further selects the cache lines using their domain
specific key shown in the second level of Figure 1c. Random replacement policy
chooses a candidate for eviction from last level of search and evicts it. Lastly,
series of relocation happens to maintain the cache organization. Let us consider
that random replacement policy selects T for eviction then A will be relocated
to T and Y will be added to A location. There are two important points here.
First, A is moved to other location of its own interest and can become a member
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Fig. 1. High level design of IE-Cache (a) Cache architecture (b) Indexing function (c)
Replacement candidates tree

of other cache set, which also means even if Y is evicted and requested again
for accommodation in the cache, it is not necessary that A is again a member
of Y. Second, as the key is managed by hardware and kept secret, an adversary
does not know the relation among cache lines and results in unknown evictions.
If adversary tries to find a set of memory addresses that can cause eviction of
desired cache line using random evictions, then he finds the evicting cache lines
belongs to last level only. To find the intermediate level cache lines, attacker
requires to generate large number of memory accesses to find one non-evicting
cache line, which we have analyzed in the Section 4.

3.2 Suitable Indexing Function

The main objective of the indexing functions in IE-Cache is to achieve sufficient
pseudo-random permutation with low latency. We observe that different indexing
functions (i.e. QARMA and DES) used in previous randomization-based coun-
termeasures [14][19] can fulfill our objectives, and the scope of security of these
countermeasures are limited because of the direct eviction but not because of
indexing functions used in them. Therefore, these indexing functions can also be
used in IE-Cache. We find block cipher used in CEASER [19] most suitable for
IE-Cache because it gives flexibility in the input size and incurs low latency of
about one or two cycles. For demonstration purpose, 8MB cache with 4 ways,
we have implemented cipher having 3 stages with 16-bit input and output. Fig-
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ure 1b shows one stage of DES. For the detailed implementation of cipher, we
recommend the reader to see [19].

3.3 Security Domain and Key Management

The concept of hardware managed key and creation of security domain are not
new as these are already in Intel SGX [20] and ARM TrustZone [21] architec-
tures. These processors are also vulnerable to cache-based side-channel attack.
Therefore, IE-Cache suits for such architectures that already have a secure bit in
cache lines and hardware managed key mechanism because these architectures
require localized modification if IE-Cache is integrated into such platforms.

The key in our IE-Cache plays a crucial role in the security, therefore, its
confidentiality is important. We ensure this confidentiality in our design by man-
dating that the key is fully managed by hardware. There must not be any way
to configure or retrieve this key in software. Each time the system is powered
up, a new random key is generated.

3.4 Increased Complexity of Prime+Probe

IE-Cache makes both profiling and exploitation steps of Prime+Probe harder
by increasing the eviction set size and introducing the non-evicting members in
the eviction set.

In the eviction process of IE-Cache, cache lines are selected in multiple levels
such that the number of cache lines increases exponentially from one level to
the next. For example, for 4 ways and 2 levels, cache lines selected in first and
second levels are 4 and 12 respectively. For a successful Prime+Probe attack, the
attacker needs to fill all 16 cache lines to observe the eviction. However, because
of the random replacement policy, the attacker cannot guarantee the memory
access will be placed in the targeted cache line. In case of memory accessed by
attacker is placed at the cache line other than the targeted one, attacker has two
options to fill the cache line 1) attacker flushes the cache and accesses the same
memory address again or 2) attacker accesses another memory address that can
be placed in the cache line. Because of no access to flush instruction, the attacker
has to indirectly flush using random memory accesses, which is costly. There-
fore, the attacker has to adopt the second option and needs to access multiple
memory addresses to ensure the filling of the targeted cache line. We analyze the
expected number of memory addresses required by the attacker using bins and
balls analysis that how many throws are required to fill the interested bin with
at least one ball with 99% confidence. Considering IE-Cache having 4-ways and
2 levels, this analysis results that the attacker requires 16 memory addresses to
ensure filling of one cache line and 64 memory addresses for four cache lines. Ac-
cessing these memory addresses by the attacker will ensure filling of cache lines
belonging to the first level of the tree but which four memory addresses have
successfully been placed in the targeted cache lines are unknown to the attacker.
Therefore, to observe the victim access, the attacker has to load all those cache
lines that can be selected by 64 memory addresses on the second level of the
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tree, so that relocation from the first level to second level causes eviction. As
each cache line related to the first level selects 3 cache lines on the next level in
IE-Cache having 4 ways, total possible cache lines selected by 64 cached memory
addresses are 192 at the second level. The attacker needs 16 memory addresses
(using the same bin and ball analysis) to ensure filling of each 192 cache lines,
which means 3072 memory addresses are required to fill the second level. This
concludes that the eviction set size is 3136 cache lines for IE-Cache having 4 ways
and 2 levels in which the number of evicting (first level) and non-evicting (second
level) cache lines are 64 and 3072. The attacker in profiling steps needs to find
3136 memory addresses against one victim’s memory access. Also in exploita-
tion step attacker needs to load 3136 memory addresses, yielding difficulties for
the attacker in two ways. First, attack resolution decreases enormously because
of too many memory loads are needed. Second, given that the cache line is of
64 bytes, 3136 cache lines cover 196 KB scattered memory space, hence it is
difficult to identify the victim’s memory access in case of concurrent processing
of multiple applications. Figure 2 shows the number evicting and non-evicting
addresses in an eviction set for a varied number of ways and levels of IE-Cache.

Fig. 2. Eviction set size for varied number of ways and levels of IE-Cache

Finding non-evicting members of the eviction set is another difficulty for the
attacker. Victim memory access causes eviction from the last level and relocates
the cache lines belonging to upper levels. As the non-evicting cache line does not
evict as a result of victim access, there is no direct information to an attacker
via timing channel. However, we find that the attacker can use indirect timing
analysis to know the relation between non-evicting and evicting cache lines. For
example in Figure 1c, eviction of P (evicting cache line) is dependent on the
presence of Q (non-evicting cache line) in the cache, which means that P will
not evict if Q is not in the cache. In the profiling step, let say that the attacker
has successfully found the P using profiling technique discussed in Section 2.2,
the attacker knows that Q is also in group G’ (set of randomly selected non-
colliding memory address). To find Q, the attacker access all memory addresses
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belonging to G’ group again except the one randomly selected address (expecting
a Q). Then the attacker calls victim to access memory, aiming that the cache
line P will not evict if randomly taken out address is Q. After this, the attacker
accesses P again while measuring its time to know the eviction. The attacker will
observe the eviction of P on taken out candidate multiple times that the random
replacement policy at-least selects P once for eviction if the taken out candidate
is not Q. If the attacker finds that taken out member has reduced the probability
of eviction of P in multiple runs, the attacker expects taken out member is Q. In
case of more levels, for example for three levels, evicting member depends on two
non-evicting members, hence, the attacker has to observe eviction of interested
last level cache lines by taking out all possible pairs formed in G’ group. This
greatly increases the time to find non-evicting cache lines as attacker needs
≈ 227 years to finds one eviction set for IE-Cache having 4 ways, 3 levels and
212 cache lines per way. Note that the attacker has to flush and place the group
members again in cache for observing the eviction behavior on the next taken
out member. Placing of non-colliding group members again in cache becomes
difficult because there is a probability that two addresses that do not collide in
one arrangement of placement may collide in other. Accessing the same memory
again does not guarantee the placement in the same cache way as placed in the
previous turn because of random replacement policy. Therefore, ensuring the
placement of all group members in the cache, attacker has to access all group
members multiple times while measuring their access latency. If attacker finds
any access with longer latency, it has to repeat the action of flush and placing
members again, aiming to place in such arrangement that group members do
not cause self evictions. let npl indicate the number of iteration required to place
the non-colliding member of group in the cache.

4 Security Evaluation

For security evaluation, we have built the python model of IE-Cache and have
considered the following assumptions. First, the cache has a random replacement
policy and fills the invalid location with high priority. Second, the mapping from
memory address to output indices is pseudo-random. Lastly, attacker and victim
processes are executing only. We have taken this assumption in favor of the
attacker.

We have verified the security of IE-Cache by analyzing the number of attacker
and victim memory accesses needed to build an eviction set for Prime+Probe
attack as discussed in section 2.2). As victim memory access results in eviction
of cache lines belonging to last level in IE-Cache, profiling discussed in section
2.2 can only find the evicting cache lines belonging to an eviction set. For non-
evicting cache lines in an eviction set, we used the method discussed in section
3.4. We experimentally obtained the attacker and victim accesses to find evicting
and its non-evicting member averaged over 100,000 simulator runs. Then we
multiplied the accesses obtained for one evicting and non-evicting member with
the total number of respective members (shown in Figure 2) in an eviction set.
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Fig. 3. Victim accesses required to find evicting and non-evicting cache lines of an
eviction set of IE-Cache having 4 ways, 211 lines and 2 levels.

Figure 3 shows the victim accesses and attacker accesses per victim access for
IE-Cache having 4 ways, 211 cache lines and 2 levels. As the group size increases,
results indicate that the victim accesses become less to find evicting cache line,
making it easy for the attacker. However, victim accesses become greater to find
non-evicting cache line, making it harder for the attacker. This inverse effect
indicates that advanced profiling fails in the case of IE-Cache.

Fig. 4. Attacker accesses required to find evicting cache lines against (a)nrmv and (b)
Victim calls required to find evicting cache lines.

Figure 4 shows the attacker accesses required to find evicting cache lines
versus different parameters for IE-Cache having 4 ways, 211 cache lines and
2 levels. Figure 4a shows that the group size of 5000 requires less number of
attacker accesses as compared to other sizes. We have observed that the iteration
required to eliminate the self collisions increases if group size becomes larger than
5000 (shown in Figure 4a), which increases the attacker accesses. Inversely, for
group size smaller than 5000, attacker finds evicting cache lines in a greater
number of turns (shown in Figure 4b), which increases the attacker accesses.
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Table 1 presents the adversarial effort required to find evicting and non-
evicting cache lines of an eviction set for different parameters of IE-Cache. For
time calculation, we had taken the same assumption as in research work [14],
i.e, 9.5ns cache hit time, 50ns cache miss time, 0.5ms victim execution time and
3.6ms cache flush time. Results show that the time to build an eviction set is
increased with the increase in level and cache lines. This is because the non-
evicting cache lines are increased in an eviction set. Moreover, results show that
a bigger group is required to find the evicting line in caches having a greater
number of cache lines, which increases the iterations to check evictions of evicting
members against non-evicting members and yields increase in time.

Table 1. Adversarial effort to find eviction set in 4 way IE-Cache having different levels
and cache lines. CL = number of cache lines, L = number of levels, G=size of randomly
sampled memory addresses, G’=non-colliding member of group, nrmv=turns required
to find non-colliding addresses, npl=number of turn required to place non-colliding
members in cache, avgv=average victim access and avga=average attacker accesses
per victim access.

CL L G G’ nrmv npl

Evicting Non-Evicting

avgv avga Time avgv avga Time

(k) (hr) (hr)

211 2

7 5720 163 64 2.46E5 5.98E11 22 2.53E12 1.07E16 2.69E06

6 5582 113 28 1.97E5 3.33E11 13 2.30E12 3.33E15 2.43E06

5 4993 11 3 1.36E6 1.77E11 7 5.42E10 1.17E12 5.95E04

4 4000 4 1 9.26E7 5.07E12 213 1.08E10 2.82E11 1.29E04

211 3
8 6945 90 67 1.06E7 9.58E12 191 4.99E16 1.28E16 2.32E12

7 6866 73 21 2.48E7 7.37E12 342 1.12E18 1.66E18 1.21E12

212 2

16 11497 430 71 3.96E5 2.82E12 58 5.13E13 4.06E17 5.84E07

15 11224 367 61 2.15E5 1.64E12 34 3.23E13 2.45E17 3.67E07

14 11035 318 49 1.69E5 1.20E12 25 1.56E13 1.39E17 1.91E07

13 10893 218 38 2.95E5 2.24E12 46 1.26E12 1.22E16 1.43E06

12 10542 205 10 4.64E5 2.99E12 63 7.82E11 5.86E15 8.88E05

212 3

16 13446 154 56 1.12E7 5.71E13 293 5.71E17 1.13E17 6.79E12

15 13554 142 84 1.46E7 6.69E13 1121 9.82E18 2.96E21 1.34E13

14 13292 144 40 3.10E7 1.93E13 1336 2.05E18 2.67E18 2.40E12

13 12974 17 25 5.85E7 8.28E13 1657 1.94E18 3.95E20 2.27E12
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5 Performance Evaluation

We have used micro-architecture simulator, zsim [16], for performance evaluation
of IE-Cache. Table 2 shows the configuration used in our experimental setup. A
4-way IE-Cache is introduced at the L3 in the cache hierarchy and it is designed
for a different level-of-search, i.e. 2 and 3 levels. We have evaluated the IE-Cache
for each level-of-search against baseline architecture by executing 11 workloads
of PARSEC using medium input set. In each run, we have taken one program
at random for each domain (secure and non-secure). We have calculated the
weighted speedup metric, which is a sum of ratios of the program’s IPC executing
in a group to its IPC when it is executing in isolation, and normalized it to
baseline architecture.

Table 2. Baseline Configuration

Core 4 cores, 2.2 GHz, OoO model

L1 cache Private, 32kB, 8-way set associative, split D/I

L2 cache Private, 256kB, 8-way set associative

L3 cache
Shared, 1MB, 16-way set associative

or 4-way IE-Cache

Memory 200-cycle latency, 8GB/s peak memory BW

Fig. 5. Normalized Performance of IE-Cache with 2 and 3 levels
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Figure 5 shows the normalized weighted speed up metric of IE-Cache. In
this figure, a bar higher than 100% indicates performance improvement of IE-
Cache as compared to baseline architecture. Results in Figure 5 show that IE-
Cache with 3 levels-of-search outperforms 1% - 3%. This performance is improved
because of the scattered mapping of memory to cache lines and increased cache
associativity. Workload canneal and dedup, which frequently use L3 cache, shows
an improvement of about 3% because of the increased associativity of IE-Cache.
IE-Cache with 2 levels-of-search shows low performance on some of the load
because of low associativity as compared to baseline.

6 Conclusion

This paper proposes a novel way to mitigate eviction-based cache side-channel
attacks while retaining the shared feature of the cache. We have modified the
relation between the incoming memory address and evicting cache line that
introduces non-evicting members in the eviction set, which are harder to learn
by collisions. The attacker has to generate at least ≈ 259 memory accesses to find
an eviction set. This takes about ≈ 227 years to find one eviction set. Moreover,
IE-Cache provides strong security with 1 − 3% improvement in performance.
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